Within-Species Variation in Allocation and Tissue Traits Across Large Aridity Gradients
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Background

Tissue densities and allocation to leaf vs stem tissue are important parameters for Earth System Models and carbon inventory estimates, yet their variation with climate and covariation with each other are poorly understood within individual species. We quantified within-species variation in leaf and branch traits across the aridity range of 7 related Eucalypt tree species and an Acacia species to

1. Test for common trait-environment relationship in a variety of climatic conditions
2. Test the coordination between tissue robustness and branch allometry within species
3. Examine whether total trait variation is more constrained in drier sites and more drought adapted species.

Methods

Nested sampling of leaf and branch traits (1620 total branches)

Results

1. Consistent trait responses to aridity
   Almost all species showed trait-environment relationships with aridity (PPT, PET, Moisture Deficit) for all traits (30/32 relationships are significant)

2. Consistent trait integration, but only at large scales
   2a - Trait covariation suggested that shifts in allocation were coordinated with increased tissue robustness of leaves and stems (a-f)

3. Across species, trait variation decreased at high aridity for 1 of 4 traits. Across populations, few traits showed decreased trait variation. Even though mean tissue robustness increases and mean allocation to leaves decreases, trait variation does not decrease with aridity as predicted by the classic ‘environmental filter’ analogy.

Implications

- Consistent within-species adjustments to aridity found when:
  1) looking at closely related species
  2) Examining entire species’ ranges
  3) Crossing precipitation gradients not confounded by cold stress gradients

- Weak trait integration across tissues suggests only indirect links between mechanisms of trait variation

- Trait variances harder to explain than trait means (even in related species) meaning considerably more work is necessary before we can parameterize within-species trait distributions rather than means.
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